
SMART HAUL
+ DASHCAM

Smart Haul® + Dashcam, a 
winning combo for truckers!

Stack up the savings with Smart Haul + Dashcam! Truck 

customers with an electronic logging device (ELD) and a 

qualified dashcam(s) from preferred vendor Motive get 

additional savings on their insurance premiums. It’s a win-win! 

Truckers save, and you get the business.

STACK THE SAVINGS

The best rate

New enrollments with qualified Motive AI dashcams will receive 

a 3% savings in addition to the Smart Haul savings of 5% – 20%. 

All vehicles on the policy must have an installed, qualified ELD 

and dashcam from Motive.

Safety adds up

Dashcams can encourage safer habits behind the wheel, help 

lower insurance costs, and reduce business risk for truckers. Ask 

your Smart Haul customers if they know about all the benefits 

of dashcams. 

HOW SMART HAUL + DASHCAM WORKS

Save more 

Progressive Commercial customers enrolled in 

Smart Haul who purchased a Motive AI dashcam 

and subscription can receive an additional 3% 

savings on their insurance premium. Customers 

may be eligible for additional credits (or debits) 

at renewal.

Eligibility

The program is limited to risks that have an in-

force Commercial Auto policy with Progressive and 

are enrolled in Smart Haul. Additionally, all vehicles 

on the policy must have an installed, qualified 

dashcam from Motive. The customer must have 

identified Motive as their ELD vendor during the 

Smart Haul enrollment process.

Enrollment is easy

Simply follow the existing enrollment processes to 

enroll in Smart Haul. Once enrolled in Smart Haul, 

no additional information needs to be provided. 

Customers with eligible dashcams installed will be 

identified and the savings automatically applied 

to their in-force policy. Note that the 3% dashcam 

credit will be applied after the customer has both 

enrolled in Smart Haul and installed dashcams on 

all vehicles listed on the policy. 

Smart Haul + Dashcam is only available in AL, AR, AZ, CO, CT, FL, GA, IL, IN, KS, LA, MD, MN, MO, 
MS, NC, NJ, NM, OH, OK, OR, PA, SC, TN, TX, and WI. Progressive will obtain the dashcam and ELD 
data directly from Motive. Customers with little to no driving data will receive the minimum ELD 
participation savings initially, to be reassessed at renewal once Progressive has collected enough 
data. Customers who provide sufficient data and demonstrate safer driving habits can receive 
greater savings. The minimum participation savings will be 5% for Smart Haul and an additional 
3% with qualified dashcams.
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Quote Smart Haul today!

Get a quote fast at ForAgentsOnly.com (FAO). 

For additional information on Smart Haul + 

Dashcam, please search “dashcam” on Knowledge 

on Demand, or call us at:

 1-877-776-2436

Stack up the savings with Smart Haul + Dashcam! Truck customers 
with an electronic logging device (E L D) and a qualified dashcam(s) 
from preferred vendor Motive get additional savings on 
their insurance premiums. It�s a win-win! Truckers save, and you 
get the business.

New enrollments with qualified Motive AI dashcams will receive a 3% savings in addition to the Smart Haul 
savings of 5% � 20%. All vehicles on the policy must have an installed, qualified E L D and dashcam 
from Motive.
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